
 

 

Rules for using the Relictum Academy Platform 
 
These Terms of Use of the Platform (hereinafter referred to as the Rules) govern the 
relationship between Relictum Academy and the End User related to the use of the Platform 
under the Agreement. 
 
1. The End User has the right to use the Platform within the framework of the provided 
functionality and interactive interaction with the available information for the entire time of 
access to the Platform.  
 
2. The end user must: 
2.1. Refrain from any actions that violate the rights of Relictum Academy to the results of 
intellectual activity, in particular, not to copy, record, reproduce, distribute any results of 
intellectual activity of Relictum Academy without its written permission ; 
2.2. immediately inform Relictum Academy of any facts of violation of its exclusive rights that 
have become known; 
2.3. not to provide your authentication data for access to your Personal Account on the 
Platform to third parties. In case of loss, as well as in cases of illegal access to the login and 
password by third parties, the End User undertakes to immediately notify Relictum Academy by 
sending a notification to: support@relictum.academy . Until the moment of sending the 
specified notification, all actions performed using the End User's Personal Account are 
considered to have been performed by the End User. 
2.4. Observe ethical standards of behavior during the Course, in particular, not to publish 
messages in general chats that are not related to the topic of the Course, not to allow 
disrespectful statements and insults to other End Users, employees of Relictum Academy, 
Relictum Academy.  
 
3. The End User gives his consent to Relictum Academy to process his personal data specified 
by him during registration on the Website, as well as in his Personal Account on the terms 
stipulated by the Personal Data Processing Policy posted at: 
https://relictum.academy/Privacy_policy_RA_Engl.pdf 
 
4. The end User agrees to receive SMS mailings from Relictum Academy, as well as other types 
of mailings and notifications of an informational nature (oral and written), using any means of 
communication, including but not limited to the following: e-mail, telephone, mailing lists. This 
consent is valid from the date of registration of the End User on the Site. This consent may be 
revoked at any time by the End User by sending an email notification to Relictum Academy 
support@relictum.academy . Taking into account that this consent is necessary for the correct 
functioning of the Platform, in case of withdrawal of consent under this paragraph, the 
Contractor has the right to restrict access to the Platform  
 
5. The end User agrees to receive SMS mailings from Relictum Academy, as well as other types 
of mailings and notifications of an advertising nature (oral and written), using any means of 
communication, including but not limited to the following: e-mail, telephone, mailing lists. This 
consent is valid from the date of registration of the End User on the Site. This consent may be 
revoked at any time by the End User by sending an email notification to Relictum Academy 
support@relictum.academy .  
 



 

 

6. The End User consents to the use by Relictum Academy of End User reviews about the 
Performer and the services provided by him, left by the End User in the official Relictum 
Academy groups on social networks, in order to post such reviews on the official Relictum 
Academy websites, in information and promotional materials of Relictum Academy. This 
consent is valid from the date of registration of the End User on the Site. This consent may be 
revoked by the End User at any time by sending an application to support@relictum.academy 
 
7. The End User gives his consent to Relictum Academy for the publication and further use of 
the End User's image in the photo-,  video materials, as well as recorded in independent frames 
of such video materials, as well as recorded in any other image objects for the purpose of 
posting such an image on official websites  Relictum Academy, in information and promotional 
materials of Relictum Academy and for any other purposes related to the activities of Relictum 
Academy and not contrary to the current legislation legislation. This consent is valid from the 
date of registration of the End User on the Site and applies to any objects created by Relictum 
Academy during the period of access to the Platform by the End User, as well as received from  
The end user during this period. This consent may be revoked By the End User at any time by 
sending an application to support@relictum.academy:  
 
8. The End User has the right to post Content on the Platform, if possible, based on the 
functionality of the Platform. At the same time, when posting Content, the End User grants 
Relictum Academy consent to the right to use the Content on the territory of all countries of 
the world for the duration of the exclusive right in the following ways:  
-play (copy) Content;  
-distribute Content;  
-to carry out public display of Content and its individual parts without observing their sequence;  
-translate or otherwise process Content; 
-to make the Content available to the public in such a way that any person can 
access the work from any place and at any time of their own choice (making it available to the 
public).  
 
9. The end user gives his consent to receive advertising and informational material from 
Relictum Academy partners in order to possibly receive various incentives (bonuses, discounts) 
from them. The conditions for receiving and the amount of the reward are determined by 
Relictum Academy partners independently. In case of changes in the terms of promotion from 
partners, Relictum Academy has the right to change, add and remove bonuses from partners by 
sending a written notification to the End User by e-mail specified in the Personal Account. In 
case of such changes The end user does not have the right to require Relictum Academy to 
keep the previous conditions of rewards from partners and does not have the right to demand 
any payments and losses related to such changes. The End User hereby understands and 
accepts that Relictum Academy does not independently make any changes from partners and is 
not responsible for and does not control such changes. This consent may be revoked by the End 
User at any time by sending an application to support@relictum.academy 
 
10. INTELLECTUAL PROPERTY 
10.1. All the results of intellectual activity used and posted on the Platform (including elements 
of visual design, symbols, texts, graphic images, illustrations, photos, videos, programs, music, 
and other objects), as well as the Platform itself, are the intellectual property of their rightful 
owners and are protected in accordance with intellectual property legislation, as well as 
relevant international treaties. 



 

 

10.2. Access to the results of intellectual activity posted on the Platform is provided exclusively 
for personal non-commercial use by the User in order to get acquainted with them exclusively 
through the Platform, without the right to reproduce (except for copying/downloading to 
temporary memory (cache) of a certain type of devices) the specified results of intellectual 
activity in the memory of Users' devices, as well as without the right to other use of the 
specified results of intellectual activity, not specified in this document, including for sale, 
modification, distribution in whole or in parts, communication to the public and / or public 
performance, etc. 
10.3. Any actions of the User aimed at circumventing technical means of protection under this 
Agreement in order to gain access to viewing Content are copyright infringement, and the User 
is solely responsible for the legislation and norms of international law for such actions. 
10.4. If the Content or other information presented on the Platform is made publicly available 
and/or performed publicly, for example, in educational institutions or other places, the 
organizers of such public performance and communication to the public are responsible and 
independently resolve the claims of the copyright holders and/or third parties related to such 
use. 
10.5. Any use of the results of intellectual activity posted on the Platform without the 
permission of the Administrator of the Platform or the rightful owner of the relevant results of 
intellectual activity is illegal and may serve as a reason for legal proceedings and bringing 
violators to justice in accordance with applicable legislation and international law. 


